SFPP.LP.
Order oa lllltlal Dedllon
106 FERC, 61,300 (1004)

This order addressed a Phase I initial decision (ID) on complaints against SFPP,
L.P.' s (SFPP) interstate rates for the years 1996, 1997, 1998, and 2000, alleging that
SFPP's rates or charges on its West, East, North, and Oregon Lines, and for its Watson
Station Drain Dry facilities were unjust and unreasonable. The Initial Decision dealt
primarily with the issue of whether the complainants bad satisfied the "changed
circumstances" standard established in Section 1803(b)( 1) of the Energy Policy Act of
1992 (EPAct) and thus were eligible to scck a just and reasonable determination under
Section 15(1) of the Interstate Commerce Act (JCA). This standard requires a showing of
evidence that establishes that a substantial change hu occurred in the pipeline's
economic circumstances after the date of enactment of the EPAct. (at 62,139).
The Commission affirmed most of the Judge's conclusions on the interpretation
oftbe statute (at 62,139), but modified the AU's method for making the calculations
used in determining whether there were substantially changed eire~ in the
following manner.

•

Any change that occurs between the EPAct effective date (B) and the date of the
complaint (C) must be measured relative to economic buia of the rate (A). (C-BIA)

•

Only if the information regarding A is not readily available, would it be appropriate to
compare any 8 to C change relative to B. (C-BIB)

•

If 8 is less than A in a situation wbcrc those factors would be expected to show an
increase, the proper comparison is the change from A to C, relative to A (C-AJA). The
same would be true ifB is greater than A in a situation where those factors would be
expected to show a decrease. (at 62,142-43)

•

The Commitaion coocluded that the AU should not have relied so heavily on the

changes in tax rates and tax allowancc:s.. which can lead to anomalous n::sults. 1be
Commission also concluded that the AU should have examined rate base when making
his determinations. (at

62,143~)

•

While changes in regulatory policy may be coDJidcrcd in determining whether tbere are
substaDtially changed circumstances, and the Commission's decision in Lakehead Pipe
Line Company. L.P., 71 FERC 161,338 (1995), reb' adenied, 75 FERC, 61,181 (1996)
wu DOt final Wtti1 1996, the Lakehead policy sbould DOt be used as a stand-alone factor
in addreaing substantially chmgaf circumstancca. It should only be used in the context
of a full cost-of-service analysis. (at 62,144).

•

While a comp]ainant must sbow both prongs under the statute to &bow subs1antially
changed cireumstances, if a pipeline ia unable to produce anything during discovery that
bears on the economic basis of the rate at iaauc, it will not be permitted to defeat the

purpose of the statute on the absence of evidence absent offering an alternative theory on
its own behalf. (at 62,149).

The Commission applied a two-step process in determining whether there had
been a substantial economic change. Fint, the Commission determined what the

economic basis was for the rate on each line and facility, which required finding when
each rate became effective and what the economic facton underlying each rate were.
Seco~ the Commission determined whether there had been a substantial change to that
economic basis. (at 62, 144-45). Utilizing this process, the Commission affinncd the
AU's finding of changed ciJcums1anccs on the West Line and reversed his finding of
changed circumstances on the North and Oregon Lines. (at 62,145-50). It also affinned
that the East Une shippers~ eligible for reparations. (at 62,152-SJ).

In setting the cost issues for further development in Phase ~ the Commission
reiterated that the general rule on the writo-up of uscts acquired by one company from
another is that such assets must be included in the acquiring company's rate base for rate
making purposes at no more than their depreciated original cost, unless it can be shown
by clear and convincing evideoce that the acquisition results in substantial benefits to the
ratepayers. Since SFP had not made such a showing the parties were directed not to use
the write-up in designing rates. (at 62,152).
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(IAued March 26, 2004)

Befor. Commluionera: Pat Wood, Ill, Chairman; Nora Mud Brownell, Jouph T. Kenlher, and Suedeen G.
Kelly.

LSUmmary

1. This order addresses a June 24, 2003, Phase I Initial Decision (10)1 on complaints against SFPP, L.P.'s
(SFPP) lntetstate rates for the yeara1996, 1997, 1998, and 2000. Those complaints alleged that SFPP's rates or
charges on Its West, East. Nol'th, and Oregon Lines, and for its Watson Station Drain Dry facilities were unjust
and ~.r~reasonable. The principal Issue addressed by the tO Is wheCher the ~ have satisfied the
threshold •changed crcumstances• standard In Section 1803(b)(1) of the Energy Polley Ad of 19922 (EPAct) and
thus may seek a just and reasonable determination under Section 15(1) of the Interstate Conmerce Al::t (ICA).J
This threshold standard requires a showing of evidence that establishes that a subatantial change has occurred
after the date of enactment of the EPAct In the economic circumstances of the pipeline which were a basis for the
rate,4 and is refemJd to here as the "substantialy cha1ged drcumstances• standard.

2. The administrative law judge (AU) found that the substantially changed drcumstanoes standard had been
satisfied with regard to: SFPP's 'West Line rates for 1996, 1997, 1998, and 2000: the North Une for 1997. 1998,
and 2000: the Oregon Line for 1997, 1998, and 2000; and In the case of the watson Station Drain Dry facilities,
for all years for which complaints were filed. After making those determinations, the AU further held that SFPP's
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rates for the West. North, and Oregon lines were not just and reasonable for any of the years at issue, nor
were the Watson Station Drain Dry charges. The ALJ also held that SFPP's East Une rates were not just and
reasonable in the years 1997, 1998, and 2000. The AU further conduded that It was necessary to resolve issues
regarding SFPP's cost structure in a Phase II of this proceeding in order to establish just and reasonable rates.
3. SFFP, the Association of Oil Pipelines (AOPL), and Chevron Products Company (Chevron) filed exceptions
to the ID. Briefs opposing SFPP's and the AOPL's exceptions were filed by all other particlpants,5 while SFPP

most of the AU's conclusions on the
interpretation of the statute, but modifies the ALJ's method for making the specific calculations used to determine
whether there are substantially

filed in opposition to Chevron's. On review, the Commission affirms

[62,140)
changed c-rcumstances, The Commission affirms the AU's findings of changed circumstances on the West line,
and the Commission reverses the ALJ's findings of changed drcumstances on the North and Oregon lines.
Issues regarding the Watson Station Drain Dry fadlities are now pending before the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals
and will be addressed once the Court rules on those Issues,
4. The Commission also affirms the ALJ's initial conclusion that rates and charges for the West Une were not
just and reasonable for the years at issue. The Commission afso affirms the AU's rutlngs on procedural and
evidentiary points and his conclusion that SFPP's East line compSalnant shippers are eligible for reparations. The
ALJ thus is authorized to proceed with Phase II to resolve West line cost~-service Issues. In authorizlng this
continuation into Phase II, the Commission expects the AlJ to bring the proceeding to an early conclusion.

5. On review here, the Commission determines a cost~..service issue regarding the acqulsition write-up of
SFPP's rate base on December 31, 1998, rather than referring the issue to Phase II. The Commission oonaudes
that the write-up is inconsistent with Commission policy.
6. Upon a final resolution of the outstanding cost-of-service issues by the Commission, SFPP wiU be required
to make compliance flings establishing the specific rates and charges to be applied prospectivay from an
etrective date to be estabished by the Commission. The Commission will set the procedures for any compliance
filings and for calcufating any reparations that may due.

II. Background
7. The Instant proceedings are a sequel to the protracted litigation between SFPP and several of its oil pipeline
customers that began with the filing of a complaint against SFPP's East tile tates in ~J..lio._O.B~ on
September 2, 1992. ~ A series of comptaints filed through August 7, 1995, asser1Bd that SFPP's rates for its West
Une between Los Angeles and Arizona and those for Its East lines between El Paso and Arizona were unjust
and unmasonable. These comp!aints were consoidated with Docket No.OR92-8-000, and were addressed by
Opinion No. 435, issued January 13, 1999,ltts rehearing orders in Opinion Nos. 4.35:A and~.~ and ending
with the acceptance order of SFPP's compliance filings in Docket Nos. OR92-8-020 and :Q2J. on June 5, 2003."

8. In those orders the Commission addressed: (1) the •substantially changed circumstances• standard with
regard to comp&aints against SFPP's West line rates for the period before August 7. 1995; and (2) cost-<Jf-service
issues regarding the East line. The Comrrission found that the comptainants had based their case on a one year
cost- of-service for the 12 months before the EPAct became effective, and not on the economic circumstances
that under1ay the challenged West Une rates in the year those rates were established, /.e., 1989 In the case of the
West line rates, which were filed with the Commission in earty 1989.!<1 The Commission thus concluded that the
complainants had failed to meet the substantially changed circumstances standard. Further, because SFPP's
East line rates were not grandfathered under the EPAct, the Commission addressed the justness and
reasonableness of those rates, detennlned that they should be reduced prospectively for all shippers as of August
1, 2000, and ordered reparations for those shippers that had ftled complaints against those rates."
9. Additional complaints were filed against SFPP's rates in 1996, 1997, and 1998, VVhen the Commission

..
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issued Qpjnion _No. 435 In January 1999, the Commission Issued a contemporaneous order permitting
to amend their pending ~lnts In light of the rulings in that opinlonP The amended complaints,
which were filed in January 2000, were consolidated wi1h the pending complaints that had been filed after August
7, 1995, and set for hearing.13 Additional complaints filed in August 2000 were likewise consolidated and were set
for hearing. 14 As noted, the ID was Issued on June 24, 2003. The time for filing briefs on exceptions and briefs
opposing exceptions was extended, the latter being filed on September 5, 2003.
complainants

10. The complaints filed after 1995 differed from the earlier series In that most challenged all of SFPP's rates,
not just those of SFPP's East and West Unes. Thus, the challenges in the consolidated dockets here are directed
against the West Line rates from Los Angeles to Phoenix and Tucson, Artzona, the East Line rates from El Paso
to Phoenix and Tucson, Arizona, the North Une rates from Qakland to Reno, Nevada, and the Oregon Line rates
between Porttand and 5alem. Complaints were also tiled against SFPP's charges for the operation of Its Watson
Station Drain Dry facilities and Its Sepulveda Une, both located In SFPP's Los Angeles origin market. The Drain
Dfy

[62,141)
Facilities are used to assure that oil Is Insetted into SFPP's system at mainline operating pressures. The
Seputveda line connects oertaln refineries and storage facilities at Seputveda Junction to SFPP's trunk system at
Watson Station. The proceeding regarding the latter rates for service on Line 109 between Sepulveda Junction
and watson Station was held In abeyance until a recent Commlaalon ruling that SFPP had not established that It
lacked significant mar1<et power for transportation services aver the Sepulveda 11ne.1~
11 . The ID reviewed the various complaints filed In 1996, 1997, 1998, and 2000 in detail,indudlng the dates
that they were flied and the rates at which each tiling was dilltded.1.0 Wllle all these dates need not be repeated
here, the date that each of the complaints was filed is significant for at least two reasons. First. tf a rate is
grandfathered under the EPAct, any attempt to show subs1antiaNy changed clrcumstances must be based on
circumstances occurring after the date of the EPAct and before the filing of the compialnt17 Seoond, tf the
complaint does satisfy the substantialy changed circumstances standard, Section 1803(b) of the EPAct provides
that reparations of grandfathered rates are due only from the date of the complaint forward to the date on which
any new rate is set prospectively. The dates of the complaints against the East Una ratas, which are not
grandfathered, will also determine whether reparations will be due, since only those complaints filed before new
rates were set for the line on August 1, 2000, are eligible for reparations.
12. The balance of this order reviews the AU's interpretation of Section 1803 of the EPAct and Its application
to the rates charged for service over SFPP's West, East, North, and Oregon Unes. Wllle the Issue of whether the
Seputveda Une (line 109 between Sepulveda Junction and Watson Station) is grandfatherec:t was not formally
before the ALJ at the time the 10 Issued, he nevertheless ruled on the matter.1B The parties have briefed that
Issue and the Commission at this time can reeotve the Issue. It Is uncontested that the East Une rates are not
grandfathered and those complainants need not meet the substantially changed circumstances standard for those
rates. For the East Line rate& the issue thus is whether they are just and I"88SOf'l8b6e under Section 15(1) of the
ICA.

10. DlKuuton

13. The central issue in Phale I of this consolidated proceeding Is the proper intef'pnltation and application of
Section 1803(b)(1) of the EPAct That section provides that a rate deemed to be just and reaeonable under the
EPAct, I.e., a grandfathet'ed rate, may be challenged only if a complainant presents evidence to the Commission
which establishes that a substantial change has occurred after the data of enactment of the Act:
(A) In the economic drcumstanc:es of the oil pipeline which

were a basis for the rate; or

(B) In the nature of the serv1ces provided that were a basts for the rate.
14. The t&sues addressed here oenter on Subparagraph A, a substantial change "in the econormc
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circumstances of the oil pipeline which were a basis for the rate ... and the procedures to be used In applying
that standard. 'Mlether some of the rates at Issue are actually grandfathered under the EPAct is another issue
that is addressed, since rates that are not grandfathered may be challenged without a complainant meeting the
substantially changed circumstances threshold. Subparagraph {B) of Section 1803{bX1) Is not at issue.
R

15. In Qp.iniQI:l_ No. 435, the Commission concluded that a "substantial change• is more than a •material
change,· and that Congress would not have adopted the word •substantiar if the conventional accounting
threshold of ten percent. or another reiattvefy low quantity, were meant to be the test for establishing substantially

changed circumstances. The Commission also addressed whether a complainant must establish that there has
been a substantial change to every rate design element that may be the economic basis for a challenged
grandfathe~ rate in order to meet the substantially changed circumstances standard. The Commission
conduded that this is not the case, holding that a substantial change could be established by one or a number of
rate elements. thereby triggering an investigation under Section 15{1) of the ICA as to whether the rate is just and
reasonable. ,g
16. The Commission further held in Opinion No. 435 that the number of rate efements that significantly affect
the economic basis for most rates is retativety small, and that the basic ones are volumes, asset base, operating
oosts, and, pethapS, capita' costs. Silce these elements in tum are most likely to influence the oU pipeline's
revenue requirements and 111tum, the Commission stated, complainant must establish substantial change to one
or more of these ~nt e4ements that are the basil for a grandfathered rate and e)CJ)Ialn why this change is
likely to have rendered that rate unjust and unreasonable. The Convnission also concluded that in assessing
whether the substantially changed circumstances standard had been met. any change must have occurred after
the date of enactment of the EPAct, and must be measured against the economic assumptions embodied in the
grandfathered rate. 20

[82,142]

A. The ALJ'a Dfltetm/IJIIIJona

17. The ALJ addressed how the substantially changed circumstances standard of Section 1803{b) of the EPAct
should be construed, developed a methodology for measuring whether there had been substantially changed
c:kcumstances, and appled that methodology to determine whether there were substantially changed
circumstances for the 'Nest, North, and Oregon Lines and for the watson Station Drain Dry Facilities. The AU
also detennined that the watson Station Drain Dry Facilities and Sepulveda Unes were not grandfathered, and
that reparations would be available to shippers on the East Line If the rates for that Hne were not found to be just
and reasonable In the complaint years at issue.
18. In construing Section 1803(b) of the EPAct. the AU generally adopted the Commission's analysis in
OPinion Ncs. 435, ~ and ~. He conduded that Section 1803(b) requires that substantially changed
cira.lmstances must occur after the effective date of the EPAct but before the date of a complaint, and must be
measured against the economic circumstances in the year in which a grandfathered rate was established {filed).
He also concluded that the measurement of change could be based on one or more Important cost factors, such
as volumes, rate base, total allowed return, and changes in tax rates and Income tax allowances.
19. To measure whether there were substantially changed circumstances, the ALJ identified three different
points in time, denoted "A." ·s.• and "C": •A• to represent the year that includes the economic basis for a
grandfathered rate, I. e.. the year when a grandfathered rate was filed and took effect; ·s· to represent the 12month period ending October 24, 1992, the date of enactment of the EPAct; and "C" to represent the year when a
complaint was filed. The ALJ then concluded that a measurement to determine whether there were substantially
changed circumstances required two comparisons. The first, to see If there was a substantial change in econornk:
circumstances from the date the rate became effective, "A.• to the date the COf1'1)falnt was filed,
compared the
cost factofs at "A" to the cost factors at
to obtain a percentage dttrerence refative to "'A. • i.e., (C-A)JA If this
comparison showed substantially changed circumstances, the AU then compared the cost factonl at "B" to the
cost factors at "C" relative to
i.e., {C-8)/B, to see If the substantial changes occurred after "B," the date of
enactment of the EPAct.
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20. As a final step before deciding whether there were substantially changed circumstances, the ALJ
addressed what "A." the year grandfathered rates took effect. should be for each of the VVest. North, and Oregon
Unes. For the West Line the AU detennined that •A• was 1989 and that the economic basis for the rates filed in
that year was a cost-of-service study submitted by SFPP. For the North Une the ALJ determined that "A" was
also 1989 and that the economic basis for those rates was a cost-of--service study for the North Line submitted by
SFPP. For the Oregon Une the ALJ determined that "A" was 1984, the year the rates were established. The AW
concluded, however, that there was no evidence of r8COOf that would enable a determinaoon of the economic
basis for the Oregon Une rates. In the absence of such evidence, the AU examined the period after "B" to
determine If there had been a substantial change In economic cn:umstances between "B" and "C.· relying on
cost-of-service Information such as changes In volumes, rate base, allowed retums, income tax rates, and income
tax allowances. The AU also addressed the Watson Station Drain Dry rates, focusing on the fact that the rate
base of those facilities had been fully recovered after the date of enactment of the EPAct. The AU's methodology
and conclusions and objections thereto are reviewed below.

B. The Commlulon's Detann/natiOtUJ
21 . This portjon of the order addresses the AU's oondusions and methodology for analyzing substantially
changed cin::umstances, the factors used in that analysis, and the finding& for each of the lines and facilities at
issue.

1. The Methodology for Measuring Changed Clrcunm.ncu
22. As described ea1ier, the ALJ& methodology compared different points In time to determine whether there
had been substantially changed clrcumstances. The AU held that chqe must have occuned after the date of
enactment of the EPAct and should be measured by the percentage difference: (1) between C and A. compared
to!-;, and (2) the percentage difference between C and B, compared to B. The AU property conduded that any
StJbs1antially changed circumstances must occur after the effactive date of the EPAcl The AW enad, however, by
condudlng that any change that occurred between B, the EPAct effective date, and C, the complaint date, i.e. , CB. should be evaluatsd telative to B. Rather, the change from B to C property should be evaluated relative to A,
since the EPAct requires a showing that there has been a change In the economic circumstances that were a
basis for the rate, i.e.. a change compared to A That formula, /.e.• (C-B)IA, was supported by the Commission's
Trial Staff. The AU's use of a cumulative change from A to C Is nat needed to make this comparison.

23. N, an exampte, assume the value for A is 100, B is 120, and Cis 140. A comparison using the AU's
approach of (C-8)18 would require comparing a change of 20 to B, or 120, and would result In a 16.7 percent
change. The EPAc:t. however, requires that the change after the EPAct. C- B. or 20, be compared to the basis of
the rate, A, or 100. This would 1"8&Uit in a 20 peroent change. If information regarding A Ia not readily available,
however, only then would it be appropna18 to compare any B to C change relative to B. as the AU did in

addressing SFPP's Oregon Une.

24. 'Mlen the value of B is less than A. however, the appropriate comparison is the change from A to C relative
i.e.• (C-A)IA. This would apply to thole factors that would be expected to increase In a changed
circutriStances situation, such as volumes. As an example, aaume A Is 100, B is 80 and Cis 100. The change
from B to C Is 20, or a change of 20 percent relative to A. whle the change from A to C Is 0. Since the EPAct
provides that evktence of a substantial change In the circumstances that were the basis fer a grandfathet'8d rate
is neoessary to challenge the jultnesa and reasonableneea of that rate. It only makes sense to oondude that such
a change must reflect an 1ncrea1e above the basis, I.e., above A. In this example a value of 100. In this instance,
using a comparison of C-8 relative to A wouJd reflect a change from some point that Is leas than the basis value of
A. i.8., from 80 tD the basJs value, 100, In the example. This comparison would refJect a change not in the basis
for a grandfathefed rate but rather \n a value that is \au than the basis for the rate.
to A.

25. Slmi&arty, for factors expected to decrease, such as costs and rate base, the formula also would be {C-A}IA
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when the value for 8 is greater than A If A is 100, for example, 8 is 120, and Cis 100, this formula would
refted no change above A, the basis for the rate, at C. Again, using a comparison of C-6 relative to A instead,
would reflect a change from a point greater than the value of A, and thus would not reflect a change in the basis
for the rate.

26. The comparisons thus would be inconsistent with the EPAct. The ALJ acknowledged that a comparison of
C..B retative to A could lead to illogical results in these situations, but he discarded It completely in favor of (C-8)18
rather than adopting an approach that would account for such situations. Congress may have assumed that on
the effective date of the EPAct, it was likely that oil pipelines would have had grandfathered rates that had been in
effect for long periods and thus would have values at 8 that diffet'ed from those that long before at A were the
bases for those grand fathered rates That. however, is not a~ys the case. On SFPP's West line, for example,
the volumes declined from 60,480,000 in 1989, which Is A, to 52,160,000 at the enactment of EPAct. which is B.
Volumes on SFPP's North Une likewise dedined. See Appendix A, Table 1. Slmilarty. the West Une rate base for
1992 is greater than that for the base period 1989. See Appendix B, Table 3.

2. The FKtota to Be UAd for IIN&urlng Chllllf1e
27. In making his determinations of whether there were substantially changed drcurnstances for the various

rates at issue here, the AlJ reviewed the follaMng major cost factont: total vofurnes, Income tax rate, income tax
atowance. and allowed total return in the case of the VVest Une. together with some composite evidence
prepared by Uttramar;~! volumes, income tax rate and Income tax allatNance In the case of the North Line;?? and
volumes, Income tax and income anowance in the case of the Oregon l.ile.Z3
28. SFPP atblcks this methodology on aeveral grounds. First, It asserts that the AlJ reUed in several cases on
onty one factor rather than several as Is required by Opinion No. 435, that he failed to evaluate realized compared
to projected retums, and that his decision places undue emphasis on the Lakehead tax allowance adjustment 24
SFPP also asserts that the ALJ excessively relied on cost-of-service considerations.~ The Complainant Parties
and Staff reply that the AU did rely on more than one factor In most Instances, 1hat Opinion 435 specifically
states the reliance on one Of more factors is appropriate, and that the factors the ALJ used were consistent with
the direction in Opinion No. 435.

29. The ALJ's reliance on a few important cost- of~rvice factors in making his determinations was consistent
wtth Opinion N~ where the Commission identlfted the rate e4ements It considered wou&d lignlflcantty aftect
the economic basis for most rates. However, the AU did not examine one factor, rate base, that is an important
component of allowed return and a major factor that can affect a pipeline's return. He also relied too extensively
on the changes in tax rates and tax allowances, which the Commi&aion concfudes be'ow can lead to anomalous
results. The ALJ's use of volume changes and allowed total return as major cost factors is affillled. Volumes
measure the growth or decline of the pipeline's business and are a good proxy for revenue growth. Allowed total
return reftects the permitted return that would be permitted given its current rate base and the ament weighted
cost of capital. Changes in this cost factor therefore reftect changes in the rate base as weU as changes in the
cost of capital.
30. Changes to the rate base also reflect the increase and decrease in pipeline assets that may occur from
additional investment, retirements, or the decline In rate base that occur as assets of different vintages are
depredated under the Commission's
[62,144)

Opinion No.~ cost methodology.~ The size of the rate base dlrectty inftuences the return because the
allowed rate of return Is applied to it, thus determlnlng the dollar amount of the return. As such, it is lkely to be a
significant factor because of the large amount of fixed costs present in a capital-intensive Industry ltke oil
pipelines. It is a figure carried on the company's books and should be readily allocated to a specific service based
on the capital line items and retatec:s accrued depredation recorded in the pipeline's property acooums.
31 . The AU also concluded that a change in regulatory policy could establish substantially changed
circumstances. The ALJ therefore applied the so-called Lakehead tax alowance po1cy21 in analyzing SFPP's
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income tax allowance.28 The Lakehead case held that a pipeline partnership could take an income allowance
only for the portion of the partnership Interests that would be subject to double taxation on income distributions,
primanly by corporate owners.
32. SFPP objects to the ALJ's reHance on the Lakehead policy In determining substantially changed

circumstances. It asserts that the Commission Itself described Lakehead as a continuation of existing
Commission policy, and that In Opinion No. 435 the Commission applied Lakehead to reparations for the calendar
asserts that use of the Lakehead policy reftecta a more fundamental error of Inducting
regulatory changes as a factor In the ALJ's detemUnations, If those changes occurred after the rate at issue was
established. The Complainant Parties and Staff assert that SFPP's position has no merit because the Lakehead
policy was announced In 1995 and became Commission policy only at that time. They further argue that the
Commission expressly held in Opinion No. 435 that regulatory change was one factor to be addressed in
evaluating whether there are substantially changed circumstances.
year 1992. SFPP further

33. The Complainant Parties and Staff are oonect that the Commission has previously determined In Opinion
No. 435 that Congress did not reject changes in regulatory policy as a consideration In determining whether there
are substantially changed circumstances. Moreover, SFPP's specific arguments regarding the Lakehead policy
are wtthout merit The policy was not final until after rehearing In the Lakehead proceeding was decided In 1996,
and until that date pipeline partnerships were free to take the full income tax allowance. In fact. SFPP did so In
preparing the cost-<Jf-servfce evidence It produced in 1989 to justify it& Wast and North Line rates.
34. Wllle Lakehead may have represented an evolution of Commission policy, this Is only In the sense that the
Commissjon has a Jo~standlng policy that an inoome tax alfowance should be permitted only fer taxes that are
actually incurred.2V The argument that the polcy was decided before 1992 because the CommissK>n applied the
policy In detennlning SFPP's 1992 reparations is equaly specious. The Commission exptidtty stated in Opinion
No, 435 that It was following the standard procedure of applying current policy to the year at issue In the context
of setting a reaaonable rate. ~ This ruling applied as well to the reparations for 1993. The determination of rate
reasonableness In either year did not address the retevance of Lakehead to detenninlng whether there had been
substantialty changed circumstances to the economic basis of a rate.
35. The Commission atso concludes, however, that the Lakehead potlcy should not be used as a stand-alone
factor in addtessing whether there have been substantially changed circumstances. The application at the policy
in this case ha& already lnvofved extensive discovefy and litigation regarding Its scope, which will vary from year
to year as ownership ratios change. Because of these year to year variations, application of the polk:y involves
the complexities 818odated with a full cost~-eervice ~ and should be utilized only tn that context.
Moreover, as the anafysia of the North and Oregon Una& In the next part of this order indicates, there can be a
very large reduction In income tax allowance in the years MlC8 1992 even if many of the other principal cost
factors, and In fad the total coat of service, Increased after 1992.32 For this reason the Commission reverses the
AU to the extent that he refled on the use of the Lakehead factor outside the context of a full oost-of-eervice
analysls in making hia determinations.

3. .,.,. Detwmm.t~on~~ tor the lndlvldlllll t=.cn~~~ea
36. There are two major staps Involved in determining whether there has been a subltantial change In the
economic circumstances of each of SFPP'alnes and facUlties. The first step is deteminlng what is the economic
basis for the rate on each line and facility, which goes to finding when the pal1icular rates became etrective and
what were the economic tactor. underlying those rates.
[62.,1 45)

The second step is determining whether there has been a Ustantial change to that economic basis. These steps
are applied here to SFPP's West, North, and Oregon Unes. Since whether a rate is grandfathered determines if a
changed circumstances finding must be made by the Commission, the luue of whether the Sepulveda Une are
grandfathef'ed is also reviewed here.

37. Ni has been dksrussed, the Cormluion concludes that the AU applied an incorrect formula when making
determinations regarding substantially changed circumstances. However, much of the data the ALJ relied on in
making those calculations was correct. llcluding updated cost-of-service information provided by SFPP at his
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direction and volume lnfonnation provided by the Trial Staff and SFPP. Relying on this information, the
Commission reevaluated whether there were substantially changed circumstances by applying the correct
formula. This revised analysis is reflected in the tables and charts in the Appendices to this order. These tables
and charts illustrate each of the changed circumstances calculatiOns made here.

38. Appendix A displays the volumes for each of SFPP's lines and percentage changes in volumes for each
line. Appendices B, C, and D disp&ay for the 'Nest. North, and Oregon Unes charts and graphs showing the
change In absolute numbers of volume, rate base total allowed return, tax allowance, and coat-of-service trends
for each of •.hose lines. Certain charts also compare the Import of the AU's two formulas [(C-A)IA and (C- B)/B)
and that used by the Commission [(C-8)/A).~ 'MKm the overall trends are oonsistent. as in the case of the West
Une, the conclusions of the AlJ and the Commission are the same. This is not the case, however, for the North
and Oregon Unes due to the fact that the costs of those lines inaeased after 1992.

a.

The West Une

I. The Ecort0mlc 8uls

for

the Rlltu

39. The AU detarmined that for SFPP's West Line rates the economic circumstances that were the basta for
those rates were the '"TOP Sheets" SFPP submitted to the Commission In on January 4, 1989, to justify the 25
cent per barrel increase to Tucson that became etrectiYe in February 1989, and thereafter a reinstated rate to
Phoenix that became effective In earty April1989.34 He further concluded that the rates were established on the
date that they became efrective. He aleo concluded that any change In the economic circumstances that were the
basis for the West Une rates must be measured against the cost-<>f-service factors contailed in the -rOP Sheets•
submitted to the staff, particularly the fotecasted volumes that were used in those sheets.
40. SFPP argues on exceptions that the economic basis for the West Une rates Is reftected in l1s setUement
offer to the Ai11ne-lntervenors in a February 26, 19881etter from Mr. Abboud, an officer of SFPP, to Mr. John
Cleary, oounsel to the Alrlne-lntervenora. That letter. together with other correspondence, resulted In a settlement
agreement between SFPP and the Ait11ne-lntervenors In March of 1988. ~ SFPP further argues that the economic
circumstance for the 'Nest Une rates should be determined by the volumes SFPP expected to ftow over the West
Une once those volumes reached the capacity upon which the 1998 expansion of that line was predicated (the
mature volumes).
41 . SFPP also asserts that the filing with the CorTvnission in 1989 of the reviled Phoenix and reinstated
Tucson rates after the completion of the wast Line expansion dkt not establish the rates, but that they were
established by negotiation. SFPP also argues that the Commission rejected the use of test y88f data as the
economic basis for a rate in Opinion No. 435, and thus the use of the 1989 '"TOP Sheets" is incorrect. SFPP
argues that the Cof'M1ission should use its pmject8d 1991 •mature• volumes of 74.7 million ba'rels per year as
the volume ::omponent for comparing any subsequent changes to its 1989 'Nest Line rates. 315
42. The Complainant Parties and the CommissKx'l Trial Staff support the ALJ, arguing that there were no exact
rate kwels established by Mr. Abboud's letter to Mr. John Cleary, or by the 1988 Settlement ltsetf. They argue that
the 1988 Settlement only established a 2~ cap for the increase of any rates to recover the lnaeased
investment in the \Nest Une, together wtth a bar to challenging those rates for a five-year period after the filing of
Tariff 88.Jl They further assert that neither the 1988 Settlement nor Mr. Abboud's letter to Mr. John Cleary
establishes what volumes would be used to design the rates, and that the volumes submitted to the FERC Staff in
the 1989 "TOP Sheets• should control.
43. The Complainant Parties and the Commission Trial Staff further argue that ff SFPP had used its anticipated
long term volumes, then the Commission staff would have required a lower rate based on those highervofumes.
Finaly, they argue that the Commission rejected the use of 1992 as a test year In Opinion No. 435 because it was
the wrong year to use to determine the economic

[62,148]
basis for the me. not because the use of a oost-of· 88Mce approach was inherentty incorrect. They state that the
AU c:onect1y adopted \he1989 top sheet votume of 60.4 million barrels per annum as the volume component of
the economic basis for SFPP's West Une rates.
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44. The Commission agrees wtth the arguments of the complainants and the Commission Trial Staff and thus
affirms the AlJ. Fir5t, it ls clear that the rates for the West became efrective in earty 1989, and as such were
established once they became effective without suspension; the issue here Is to determine the economic basis for

those rates. The economic basis for those rates Is the "TOP Sheets" that were submitted to the Commission's Oil
Pipeline Board for its review in January 1989. As pointed out by Complainant parties, SFPP's own documentation
Indicates that SFPP expected a attical review by the Staff and the burden would be on SFPP to oonvinoe the Oil
Pipeline Board, whiCh had authority to suspend the rates, not to do so. 38 SFPP anticipated and planned for the
submission of documentation to the Oil Pipeline Board to justify the modified West Line rates.~ and recognized
that any rates developed pursuant to the March 1988 Settlement wete not in themsetles justified by the 1988
Settlement 4q In fact, SFPP therefore prepared a three- volume study to justify the ratn and submitted the entire
study to the Commission staff. SFPP asserts that this study included forecasts of the 1989 and 1991 volumes. 41
As SFPP anticipated, prior to SFPP's January 1989aubmlssion to Staff, the Commission took no action to accept
any specific rates under the terms of the 1988 Settlement
45. In acting on the 1988 Settlement, the Commission-specifically dedlned to accept specific rates, holding that
the rates actually filed pursuant to that Se<Uement would be reviewed to detennlne If they were just and
reasonable, and that firms that were not party to the 1998 Settlement and the Commission Trial Staff could
challenge those rates when fted .q Given Its own expectation that the 25 cent lncteaae would be embedded In
rates that would have to pass Staff review, and the extensive justification SFPP prepared, the CorTmission
concludes SFPP's argument that the detalted filing submitted to Staff has no relevance to Ita definition and
justfflcation of the West Une rates has no nail The Commission therefore finds that the only effect of the 1988
Settlement was to permit SFPP to Increase the rates on Its 'Nest Line by up to 25 cents a barrel once the VYast
line expans1on was COftl)feted. ~ Before the nrtas ware actually tiled in earty 1989, there was no agmement on
the specific sae of the lnaease, which SFPP had lndk:ated might be less than 25 cents,~ and equally important,
the volumes upon which the rates would be premised. The Abboud letter Is inadequate to establish the economic
circumstances for the basis of the VYest Line rates.

46. At bottom, SFPP's position is essentiafty grounded In Ita financial expectations In expanding Its West Une.
SFPP argues that when corporations make Investments of the magnitude of the West lile, the expected returns
will be f881zed (the f881ized returns) only when anticipated utilization Is achieved. Thus, the improvements are
expected to under-perform In the earty years with full returns being achieved In later years. Under this theory, the
conditions described in the Abboud letter reflect Its CDpOtata expectations from the expansion of the West L.N,
that the forecasted vok.lmea of 74. 7 million barrels per annum embody the fulfillment of those expectations, and
that these expectations were embedded In the 1988 Settlement SFPP therefore argues that changed
circumstances should be measured against thole volumes and the economic returns that It expected to obtain
when the expansion matured.
47. The difficulty In SFPP's position is that Its Initial internal corporate analyl!lis for the West Une rates was
spedfically designed tn the context of the regulatory t'ramework that existed at that time and In expedation of the
Commission's review, or at least that of the Oil ~line Boa"d.~ SFPP antidpated that the rate leYellt deemed
adequate to obtain a 14.1 percent lnaemental annual return would have to be justified In the context of a
probable 01 Pipalne Board review. Exhibit JMA·3 is a project analysis for the 'Nest Une expansion prepared in
October 1987. Aftl9r disaJ&Sing recent changes In tax law, the document evaluates possible system-wide returns
after the completion of the project based on 74.5 percent equity capital structure, a 25 cent per barrel Increase,
and a 10 to 11 percent system-wide ragulatDry return. The assumptions lndude a 50 percent roll back of pending
rate increases on the 'Nest Line and a 100 peroent
back on the East Line.~

ron

(82.147]
48. Once the setUement was reached Incorporating many of these features, Ex. JMA 14 Indicates that an 18cent per barrel incremental rate (on top of the rolblcks) would have been sumctent to give SFPP a projected
return on its incremental investment In the West Une of 1-4.8 pen::ent per year.Y SFPP submitted the justlftcation
for proposed rates to the Commlsslon \n January 1989 based on the 60.4 milan barrels in the "TOP Sheets:
Clearty SFPP concluded that this levet of volumes would be adequa1e to meet tts corporate goats..fa SFPPs
Internal documents thus disclose that the economk: basis for the rate was embedded in the i1foonation eventually
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included in the January 1989 "TOP Sheets." This is true even though, as SFPP asserts, the 1988 Settlement
negotiations and the Settlement occurred in ear1y 1988 and the rates themselves were not filed until1989. There
is no merit to SFPP's argument that there Is no connection between the time frame in which the 1988 Settlement
was negotiated and the preparation of the Top Sheets. The 1989 "TOP Sheets" reflect a weD thought through plan
to design and justify the new West Line rates.
49. Complainant parties also correctly argue, if SFPP had actually used the theory it advances here to design
the rates. it would have had to use both the anticipated mature volumes, which SPFF projected to occur In 1991 ,
and the mabJre costs, in order to obtain a determination at the Commission staff level that the proposed West
Line rates were just and reasonable. But this is not what SFPP did. It justified the rates based on the projected
volumes of the frst year of operation (1989) and baaed its cost estimates on the same year. If It had used the
mature volumes (reflecting "realized returns") to justify the rates in the first year of the analysis provided to the Oil
Pipeline Board, the result would most likely have been a lower rate, which would have meant lower revenues in
the initial years. The practical result would have been a greater probability of losses during the first two years of
operations pending the achievement of mature volumes in 1991 .
50. Thus, in order to maxlmize the probabiflty that it would achieve its corporate return for its lnaeased
Investment in the VVest Una, and to minimize its regulatory risk, SFPP's best tactic under the circumstances was
to Include in its "TOP Sheets" the minimum initial volume it beUeved would be acceptable to Staff, and then rely
on the related growth assurY1Jtions to support obtain the return contained In Its internal corporate analyses. In
1989, the test year approach SFPP attacks here worked to Its advantage given the growth SFPP believed would
occur in later years. The Commission therefore condudes, contrary to SFPP'a assertions, that the West Une rates
were designed from the outset based on a strategy of using the lowest forecast of volumes SFPP believed would
be acceptable tc the Commission staff based on the 25 cent increase. Given the indefinite nature of the Abboud
letter and SFPP's carefuJty thought-out regulatory abategy to justify the 25 cent rate Increase, the AlJ corractiy
found that the 1989 "TOP Sheets" were the best evidence of the drcumstancea that were the economic baais for
the West line rates.
51 . Finalty, there is no merit to SFPP'& argument that the AU's approach violates the Commission's rejection in
Opinion No~ of a test year as the economic basis for the rate. The Commission rejected the use of SFPP's
1992 cosklf- service as the economic basis for the West Une ratea because the year 1992 had nothing to do wtth
the time at ·Nhk:tl the rates were established. The West Una rates were established earty In 1989 and were tied to
SFPP's completion of the YVest Une expansion In the same time frame. Under this rationale, the use of the
calendar years 1990 or 1993 as the base ya. would have been equally arbitrary. In contrast. the "Top Sheets"
submitted to the Staff In January 1989 were spedficaJty intended as a justification for the very rates to be adopted
In 1989. VVhlle the "Top Sheets" used a cost-of-service format, they are as relevant as any detailed set of
corporate pro forms s that might be used to justify a pricing decision that the corporation is about to make.
II. Analysis ot Chllnged Clrcummncu

52. The ALJ found that there were sub&tantiaJiy changed circumstances for the West Line rates based on an
increase in volumes by 1996, changes in Income tax rates and income tax allOwance by 1996, and allowed total
retum by 1996. The Al.J further found there were substantially changed circumstances based on Ultramar's
estimate of SFPP's over-recovery when compared to SFPP's allowed total rebJm.i9 The AU also found
substantially changed circumstances for the years 1997, 1998, and 2000 . ~ SFPP excepts on the grounds that
the AU's analysis used the wrong volumes for the base year 1989, relied incorrectly on individual cost--of-service
elements, and relied lncorrectty on tax rate and tax allowance factors. The Complainant Parties and Staff support
the AU's rationale, asserting that in fact he used more than one factor. that the factors were also combined based
on a composite analysis by Ultramar, and that his reliance on volumes, tax rate changes, and tax allowance
factors is consistent wtth Q2rr.!Qo N_Q_,_ 435.

[82,148)

53. The Commission condudes that on the 'Nest Una there were substantial changes in the circumstances that

were \he basis for the Yuma. Calnev and West Tucson rates beginning in 1995, and tor the Y.lest Phoenix rates

beginning in 1997, based on cost decreases for the West Une and Increases in volumes for those specific points.
Since SFPP justified its West Une rates utilizing a projected 1989 cost of seMc8 that did not alloca1e costs
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among those different delivery points, the Commission agrees with the ALJ that it is appropriate to examine
cost-of-service factors for all points on the West line in the aggregate. Appendix B reveals that, compared to
1989, the allowed total return had dedined by 11.n percent between 1992 and 1995 and by 25.31 peroent
between 1992 and 1996 (Table 4). Table 6 of Appendix B reveals that total cost of service had declined by some
16.61 percent between 1992 and 1995 and by 19.11 percent between 1992 and 1996.

54. Thus, as long as the volumes projected for each of the delivery points on the West Une at least equaled
those contained in the 1989 forecast, in general the yield for each unit of throughput had inaeased by at least
16.61 percent between 1992 and 1995 based on the aggregate West Une cost of servK:e that SFPP used to
justify Its rates In 1989. In fact, total volumes on the West Une increased some 16.4 percent in 1995 over 1989,
suggesting a total increase in retum of over 30 percent in 1995 compared to 1989 when the volume inaease is
combined with the cost-of-service decrease.~f VWh a overall decline in expenses of 16.61 percent, based on
SFPP's cost of service, combined with an Increase of overall volume of 16.40 percent, it is not surprising that Staff
cak:ulated a cost over-nta)very for the West Une as a whole of some 35.68 percent in 1995. When viewed as an
aggregate, there were dearty substantially changed circumstances for the West Une as a whole beginning in
complaint year 1995 and in each complaint year thereafter.
55. Section 1803(b) of the EPAct provides that evidence shall be sutmtled that estabfishes that there are
"substantially changed circumstances has occurred in the to the economic circumstances of the oil pipefine that
were a basis for the rate" to the extent such evidence can be elicited. W'lile this level of detail Is not available for a
cost- of-service analysis, the Trial Staff lnduded point- to-point ftows for each origin and delivery point on the
West Une (and the other lines) in the record. Thus it Is appropriate to look at volumes for individual points on the
West Une, rather than in the aggregate, to analyze whether there were substantial changes in the economic
circumstances that were the basis Jor the rate at each of those indMdual points. Accordingly. the Commission will
review the four \rYest Line points wtth deliveries In 1995 to determine If there are substantially changed
circumstances for the rates at Yuma, C81Nev, Phoenix, and Tucson.

56. As shown by Tabte 2 of Appendix B, volumes to Yuma wete 9.44 percent higher In 1995 compared to the
1989 volumes at a time when overall costs-of-service were had decllned by 16.61 percent in the same time fnlme.
The 9.44 percent increase In volume, when combined with a 16.61 percent dedine in the cost-of-eervtce between
1992 end 1995, compared to 1989, estabtlshes then were substantially changed drcumstances gtven el~
Impact on return in excess of 20 percent The fact that volumes declined thereafter does not change the result,
although this may suggest the Yuma rates were not compensatofy after 1995.
57. The lnC1'888e in the caJNev volumes of 25.62 percent between 1992 and 1995 compared to 1989, and the
16.61 percent decrease In SFPP's cost-of-eervice from 1992 by 1995, results In substantially changed
circumstances to the economic basis for thole rates In 1995. The same conclusion applies to the rates to Tucson.
W'lile volumes con&JstentJy decreased from 1995 through 1999, in absolute and percentage terms, the increase in
volumes by 1995 compared to 1989 amot.lltad to 188 percent due to a delay in substitution of West Une volumes
for East Une volumes at Tucson. 52 The Commission condudea that there were substantially changed
circumstances in the economiC basis for both the C81Nev and Tucson rates 88 of 1995.
58. The anaJysia of the Phoenix deliveries Is similar. It appears that the volumes to Phoenix did not grow as
fast 88 SFPP had anticipated In Its 1989 coat-of-service fling and in fact had declined by 1992 c::orT1)8red to 1989,
and had Increased by 1996 by only .68 percent over 1989 volumes. HCNif!N8f, the lnaease in volumes between
1989 and 1997 was 7.56 percent compared to the 1989 base while cost-reductions between 1992 end 1997 were
19.09 percent compared to the 1989 baae. The combined Impact of the volume increase and cost decrease
between 1992 and 1997, compared to 1989, is sirnMar to 1hat of the Yuma Line In 1995. ~ Thus, given the volume
Increase of 7.56 percent in 1997, when combined with the 19.09 percent de<:ruse in coats by 1997, the
Commission finds substantially changed ciraJmstances as of 1997.

(82,141]

b. The North Une
\. The Economic 8NJs for the Rates
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59. 'Mth regard to the North Line, the AU based his determination of substantially changed circumstances on
a 1989 cost-of-service study submitted to the Commission staff to justify the rate increase.!;4 The Commission
finds that to be appropriate for the same reasons Involving the West Line rates. SFPP did present an attemative
theory, asserting that rates for the North Une were constrained by truck competition at the time they were
established. The Commission need not address that argument here because It finds below that there were no
substantially changed circumstances to the economic basis of the North Line rates based on Its analysis of the
major cost-of- service factors.

11. Amttysls of Changed Clrcummnc•
60. The AlJ concluded that changes In volumes after 1992 did not justify a finding of changed circumstances.
The AU liso found that there were substantially changed circumstances for the North Line rates for the complaint
years 1997, 1998, and 2000 based on changes In the income tax rate and income tax allowances. SFPP
excepted to this latter finding on the grounds that the AU failed to recognize cost Increases that occurred after
1992, lncJuding additional investments in the North Line. SFPP also asserts that the cost evidence reviewed
incorrectty blends Inter-and intrastate cost factors.
61. Since ear1ier in this order the Corrvnission has rejected the uae of changes In tax rate and Income tax
allowances as stand-atone factots, as a resutt the ALJ's determi\ations that rety on those factofs are reversed.
However, his conclusions on the volume Issue are correct Appendix C, Table 2, indicat8s that the increase in
volumes at Reno, the point on the North Line wtth the highest Increase, after 1992, ranged from 11 percent to
12.53 percent for the years 1995 through 1999 when compared to 1989 with the exception of the year 1998,
where the difJerence between 1992 and 1998 was 16.63 percent when compared to 1989. For the North Une as a
whole the percentage Increase In volumes after 1992 axrpred to 1989 was consistantly leas than 15 percent
Moreover, the percentage increase in total costs between 1992 and 1999 ranged for ~.66 to 17.34 percent and
mitigated the percentage Increase In volumes between 1992 and 1999.

62. Ex. S-51 demonstrates that there were three years (1995, 1996, and 1999) in which SFPP had large overrecoveries of Ita North Une rates, as much as 23 or 24 percent In 1995 and 1996. Ex. UIT-42 at 41 llkewtse
assettB that a restated rate for 1996 and 1999 would be approxlmab!lty 17 percent below the rate developed In the
1989 cost- of.&efVice study, and that most of this change occurred after 1992. However, the tables In Appendix C
establish the contrary, suggesting that any significant gains in profits and return occurred before 1992 because
cost-of-serlice factors Increased In an amount sufficient to mitigate the effect of any gains In volumes. A 23
percent over- recovery Is quite large, but the Issue is not the level of the retum but whether It has substantially
changed since the enactment of the EPAct A review of the cost and revenue factors for the North Une after 1992
in relationship to the 1989 bale year suggests that as much as 50 percent of that return may be attributable to the
years before 1992. Therefore Complainants have not established that there were substantially changed
circumstances for the North Une.

c. The OrefiOII Une
I. Economic Basis for the latu

63. Because no cost-of-service evidence was available fotthe Oregon Line for the calendar year 1985, the last
time the rates were Increased and filed with the Commi88ion, the ALJ relied on changes to the 1992 volumes. tax
rates, and income tax alJowance to detennine If there had been a substantial change in the economic
circumstances that were the basis for the rate. ~ SFPP asserts first that this was wrong because the AU's
analysis assumes a cost-of-service approach where none may have been involved. It asserts that his analysis
also Ignores the critical fact that SFPP greatty expanded the Oregon Une In 1984, and that the lnaeases in
volume In the late 1998 and 1999 reftect the ftrst time that SFPP began to transport volumes sufficient to recover
Its costs. SFPP asserts that no pipeline would expand its system in the expectation of losing money.
64. The Commission concludes that the ALJ erred in part in his analysis of the Oregon line. First, in the
absence of other evidence that addresses the year in which the rates were established. It might be reasonable to
use 1992 as the base year for measuring whether there was a change in the economic basis for the rate. As
previously explained, one must examine whether there has been a substantial change In the economic
circumstan~ that were the basis for the rate at the time it was established, and whether such change occurred
after the enactment of the EPAct. 'Mlile a complainant must shrNI both prongs under the statute to show
substantially changed circumstances that would trigger an Investigation under Section 15(1) of the ICA, if a
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pipeline is unable to produce anything during discovery that bears on the economic basis of Ule rate at issue. it
will not be permitted to defeat the purpose of the statute on the absence of evidence absent offering an alternative
theory on its own behalf.

[62,150]

65. SFPP, however. is correct that it should be permitted to argue, as It did here, that, in the absence of
evidence showing the basis for its 1985 rates, the inaease In volumes on the Oregon Une in 1998 and 1999 only
began to fill the expanded capacity after many years in which SFPP failed to reoover its cost of &eMoe. By
tocusmg only on the volumes and tax fador8, the ALJ unduly constrained his analysis and failed to property
determine whether the Oregon lila was recovering ita cost of service. Therefore the Commlaaion will review the
cost-of~ information available here to detennine whether there was likely to have been a substantial
change In the eoonomlc circumstances that were the basis of the Oregon Line rate&.
If. AMiysls of Changed Clrcunut.ances
66. The ALJ found that there were no substantially changed drcumstances for the Oregon Una rates for the
complalnt years 1996 and 1997 with respect to volumes, but that there were substantiaJiy changed circumstances
based on volumes for the complaint ye. 1999. The AW also found that there was a substantial change in the
Income tax rate and Income tax allowance for the complaint years 1997, 1998, and 2000. SFPP asserts that the
1999 finding does not anow for the fact that the line was oversized in 1984, the fact that the Nne may not have
rec::overed Its cost of service, or tor offsetting coet in<:reasM that occurred In the year. 1997, 1998, and 2000. The
Complainant Parties support the AU's rationale as consistent with Opinion No. 435.
67. The Commiasion finds that the AW erred in us.lng the percentage change in Income tax rates and Income
tax allowanoea aa a stand-alone factor to support hla findings. As demonltrated by Tables 1. 2, and 7 of Appendix

C, even if 1992 Is used as the base and volume changes are measured against tt, the percentage change in rate
baae In the same period works to offset tho8e changes, and the Increase In overall costs offsets It completely. In
fact. the large Increase in costs paraJa.. the Increase in volumes, suggesting that much of the increase may have
been variable COI18, and Inferentially, that there were targe amounts of excess capadty In the line. This i&
consistent with SFPP's argument that the In was perfoonlng below capacity for many years. In fact. Trial Staff
Exhibit 51 suggests that In most years any over-recovery was marginal or negative. The record as a whole thus
supports SFPP's contention that the Oregon Une underperformed for ma1y yean~ and has only recently begun to
achieve design capacity and the likely volumes and revenues that ware the economic basis for the rates. The
Commlsaion therefore concludes that there were no substantially changed circumstances to the Oregon ra1B8 for
any of the yean~ at Issue here.
d . Sepulveda Une

68. The AU held that the Sepulveda Une was not grandfathered because the 5-amt rate established by SFPP
In 1993 was a new rate for an existing l8f'Vioe with different 001 tb act terms and conditions than those of ceftain
contracts for the tranapoi tation of pet! oleum producta over the line that had exis1ltd prior to their expiration In late
1992 and 1993. SFPP argues that, as In the C8le of the Wllllon Station Drain Dry Fadlities, the rates were
establlshed by contract befon! the effective date of the EPAct. The Co•lnant Parties and the Commission Trial
Staff support the AU.
69. The Convnisslon afftnns the AU's condusion that the 5-oent rate established by SFPP in 1993 was
new rate structure. The prior rate for transportation over the Seputveda line was 15 cents
a barrel with an amuat revenue cap. Once the revenue cap was raac:hed, there were no additional charges, and
further volumes served to reduce the etractive per barrel charge in any one calenda' year. In contrast. the 5-cent
rate did not provide for a reduction in the total revenues generated once a guarantaed revenue level was reached
and total annual revenues could exceed 1hole generated by the prior rate. Aa such, the 5-cent rate was premised
on entirely different business assumptions, lndudlng the risk Involved. ~ The 5-<:ent per bana rata was contained
in new contracts. was not etrectiwt more than 365 days prior to the etrective date of the EPAct. and therefore is
premised on an entirely

not grandfa\heted.
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F. Other Exceptions and wues

1. The Subst.ntlally Changed CJrcumstancu Standarrl
70. The ;>revious part of this order reviewed the AU's determinations of whether there were substantially
changed circumstances for particular facilities. On exceptions, SFPP and AOPL assert the AU's analysis refied
too heavily on cost-of· S8fVice considerations that WOft(ed to undercut certain broader policy goals they ctaim are
contained in the EPAct They argue that the ALJ adopted a remtivety low level for the jurisdictional threshold,
often approaching single digit percentage changes for individual cost factors, in determining whether there had
been a substantial change In the economic circumstances that were the basis for a rate. They conclude that a

series of modest gains in operating efficiency or growth could quickly result in cumulative changes in volumes,
costs, tax factors, or returns that exceed the relatively low numerical threshold adopted by the ALJ. They claim
that this would subject more grandfathered rates to a reasonableness review than is contemplated by the statute.
71 . SFPP and AOPL further argue that the methodology adopted by the ALJ Is inconsistent with the statement
in Qpi~ that one

(82.151)

advantage of the Commission's indexing methodology is that it permits a pipeline to keep a peroentage of any
efficiency gains. 57 They also asaert that the AU's determinations will encourage wasteful and complex litigation
between pi~lne and shlppeni and undermine a Congressional desire to maintain rate atabllty and encourage
investment In the oil plpeHne Industry. AOPL asserts that a more appropliate approach Is to define the total
economic circumstauces of the firm, induding exogenous factors, and to detennina how chqes In such broader
economic~ Impact the economic basts of a rate.!IS

n. The parties opposed to SFPP argue that the approach adopted by the AU is consistent with the guidance

No. 435 and that his analysis relies on the cost factors the Commission s1ated would be
appropriate. They further argue that reliance on a cost-oriented approach to the substantially changed
c:ircums1ances standard has not discouraged investment in the oil plpetlne industry. They dte as an example
SFPP's current proposal to quintuple its Investment in Ita East line. They also argue that the efficiency argument is
not the focus of this statute and that SFPP's and AOPL's rate stability arguments are without mertt given the
administrative orientation of the EPAd.. They argue that adopting SFPP'a and AOPL's broader polcy assertions
would create an Impossibly high barrier for the review of grandfathered oil pipelne rates.
provided by Opinion

73. The Commission condudes that the central issue to be decided here is not whether the use of cost-ofservice factors ls appropriate or inappropriate in and of itself, but the level of the threshold that results. The
Commission has concluded that changes In tax rates and tax allowance should not be considered as a standalone cost factor is making such detenninations because this could lead to anomalous results and result a
threshold that does not adequatety discourage challenges to grandfathered oil pipeline rates. Second, the
CotnnUsion's analysis here has used a raaaona~ threshold for substantially changed circumstances. Third, the
threat of ongoing lttigation has not discouraged SFPP from proposing to at least quintuple Ita Investment base in
its East Une even though those rates are not grandfathered and are now subject to review In this proceeding. In a
retatad proceeding SFPP acknowledged that the resulting rates would be subject to conventional cost-based
regulation 'A'hen they were filed. ~
74. Regarding the argument for rate atabiity on floor, the legislative history of the EPA does indicate that rate
stability I& one goal of the EPAct. «1 However, this language does not mean that a chaftenge to existing rates
based on a cost- of--service approach is Inappropriate. Rather, the mandate is to structure a threshold that
restricts chalenges to grandfathered rates that makes rate levels more predictable by limiting the disruptive
influence of too frequent challenges. Thus, while providing rate stability against ready challenge may be a
concern under the statute, this does not suggest that a cost-oriented approach to substantially changed
circumstances Is lnappropriate.61 Moreover, the efficiency gains to be achieved under the Commission's Opinion
No. 5611ndexing methodotogies apply to all pipeline rates, whether or not those rates are grandfathefed under
Section 1803(a). There is no indicatioo In the legislation that grandfathered rates are entmed to a higher standard
of protection on such broad policy grounds.

,.
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75. Finally, the Commission concludes that AOPL's argument that broader measures of economic change
should be used, induding exogenous factors, falls outside the scope of the statute. AOPL provides no definitiOf"' of
its broader factors and thus the Commission rejects this argumenl 62
2. 8als for the Rate
76. The substantially changed circumstances s1andard of the EPAct requires evidence of a substantial change
in the economic arcumstances "Which are the basis for the rate." SFPP asserts that the evidence submitted by
the complainants and Staff on substantially changed circumstances is invalid because It addresses the economic
characteristics

[82,152]
of rate groups, not individual rates. SPFF asaerts that since their analysis is directed to aggregate volumes,
operating revenues, and costs of, for example, the Los Angeles to Phoenix rates, and not to the individual rates to
specffic destinations between those points, it does not meet the s1atutory requirement The Complainant Parties
and Staff respond that the SFPP has always justified Its Individual rates based on the total revenues required to
cover the West Line costs without distinguishing between the Individual commodities that were moving between
Individual points. They further argue that the argument is untimely because it was not raised before the AU, thus
depriving Staff and complainants an opportunity to respond to the argument

n. SFPP should have raised its argument before the AU. FaiUng to do so denies the Commission a complete
reoord on which to base a decision on the reooru.~ Here, however, the issue can be addressed without prejudice.
The complainant parties and Staff are correct that SFPP prepared the cost justifications for ita rates on the west
and North Lines by developing costs for the entire line, and not applying those costs to speciftc delivery points on
the lines, the specific rates. or the individual commodities. To the extent that SFPP itself designed and justtfled
the rates at Issue by reference to the aggregated cos1s of all the rates In the year that the rates were estabtlshed,
then that portion ot economic basis for each lndMdual rate can be evaluated on the same basis. In any event.
Staff provided volume data for each point on each Hne for every year at Issue~ and the Convnission's review
utilized that volume data. The Commission rejects SFPP's argument that complainanrs order of proof i&
Inadequate.

3. Coat-ot-Setvlce and Accounting luues
78. ALJ concluded that there are a number of cost~ service issues that need further 18ftnement In the second
phase of this proceeding in order to detennlne the just and reasonable rate for some of the years at iS&Ue. The
ComnUsion agrees that the cost issues should be addressed In Phase II. After resolving the cost Issues the AlJ
previously identified, as weG as any that may be raised by this order, the AU may make an initial determination of
the appropriate levet for a just and reasonable rate for each rate and year remaining at issue.
79. There is, however, one issue that the CommiAion wl1 address hera due to itB central role in determining
just and reasonabkt rates for the calenda' year 1999 and later. On December 31, 1998 SFPP wrote up ita rate
base to reflect a purchase price adjustment for the premium over the regulatory return that Kinder Morgan Energy
Partners (Kinder Morgan) paid to acquire SFPP In that year. Aa is shown on page 213, line 44, of SFPP's 1998
Form 6, net rate base, as reflected in carrier property, was Increased from $642,740,093 to $1,232,374,000. The
lnaeaee in the equity component of SFPPs baJanca sheet (Page 113, Une 65) lncraased from $274,278,274 to
S1,062,269.257. The practical etrect of these two balance sheet inaeases is to greatty Increase the allOwed
depreciation rate and the equity component of the cost of capital. The former serves to lnc:raaae the total cost of
service and the latter lncrea8es the cash return pet'IT'.itted by the allovted total return on the increased rate base.
This In tum would support significantly higher rates that would have been the case prior to these changes In
SFPP's 1998 Fonn 6.

80. Una 34 of Column F on page 213 shows that only $13,916,548 of the huge increase in SFPP's rate base
and equity component at the end of 1998 was for net physical improvements to Its system. Thus the balance Is
the result of the write up of assets. The general rule on the write-up of assets acquired by one company from
another is that such assets must be lnduded in the acquiring company's rate base for rate maldng purposes at no
more than their depredated original cost, untess It can be shown by clear and convindng evidence that the
acquisition resutts in substantial benefits to the ratepayers. This i& to prevent rate payers from paying for the
same assets twice It was well established by the date of the hearing in this proceeding that it was SFPP's
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obligation to address this issue, but it provided no evidence of record that would meet the governing
standard.§5 Therefore the parties are directed not to use the acquisition write-up in designing rates for the
calendar year 1998 and years thereafter. Moreover, SFPP was required to obtain Commission approval before
making this accounting adjustment to Its Fonn 6 and it failed to do so.6e During this review the Convnisslon found
no evidence in Its files that suggests that SFPP sought or obtained the required approvals. Therefore SFPP is
directed to file within 30 days after this order issues for permission to include the acquisition write-up in its1998
Form 6, and its Form 6 for all subsequent years.

4. Whether the EIJIIt Une Shippers Are Eligible for Repllrdon&

81 . All agree that SFPP's East Line rates are not grandfathered. On exceptions, however, SFPP argues that
the challenged rate must be so substantially in excess of the level of the Indexed East Une rate established by
Opinion No~ before the Commission will entertain a complaint It asserts that unless this standard is met,
SFPP's East Une shippers will not be eligible for reparations.

(62,1631
The Complainant P81ties and Staff respond that the substantial divergence threshold applies only to the Increase
taken under the Commission's indexing regulations, and does not apply to the level of the underlying rate. They
assert that since the undertylng East Line rates are not grandfathered, the base rate remains open to chaJienge
even if the increase under the indexing regulations does not substantially exceed the cost increases actually
experienced by the pipeline.
82. SFPP's argument is without mertt Section 343.2(c) of the Commission's regulations provides that a
complaint flied against an Indexed rate must allege reasonable grounds for asserting that the rate increase is so
substantiatly in excess of the pipeline's actual cost increases that the rate Is unjust and unreasonable. Such a
challenge must rest solely on a comparison of the changes in rates and costs from one year to the next. The
complaints against SFPP's East Line, however, challenge SFPP's undettying rates rather than the rate Increases
establlshec through indexing. As these undertying rates are not grandfathered, complaJnants can proceed under
Section 13(1) of the ICA to by and show under Section 15(1) of the ICA that the East Une rates are not just and
reasonable. tf the rates are found to be unjust and unreasonable, the Convnission will prescribe new just and
reasonable rate. The fact that a rate has been indexed does not preclude reparations if the under1ying base rate
has been determined to be unjust and unreasonable.
The Commlalon FIIHb

83. There were subs1antial changes in the economic circumstances that were a basis for SFPP's Yuma,
Tucson, anct CaiNev rates as of 1995 and for SFPP's Phoenix rates as of 1997. lllese rates thus are no longer
deemed to be just and reasonable as ot 1995 and 1997, respectively. The ALJ shall address in Phase n of th)S
proceeding the Issue of just and reasonable rates for the Yuma, Tucson, and CaiNev rates for the complaint year
1996 and the West Phoenix rates for the complaint year 1998, and for each succeeding year for which complaints
were filed against those rates, consistent with the discussion in this order.

84. The were no substantial changes in the economic drcumstances that were a basis for SFPP's North Une
and On!gon Une rates as of any of the years at issue in this proceedng. These rates thus continue to be deemed
just and reasonable.
85. The rate for SFPP's Sepulveda Une was not grandfathered at the time the colll>lalnts at issue here were
flied. The ALJ shall address in Phase II of this proceeding the issue of just and reasonable rates for the
Sepulveda for each ot the years for which cornpaints were filed, consistent with the discussion in this order.

The Commlaslon orders:
(A) The 'nitial Decision is affinned in part and reversed in part as desenbed in the body of this order.

..
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(B) This proceeding is remanded to the AlJ to consider in Phase II the issues as described above.
(C) SFPP is direded to file within 30 days for permission to include the purchase price adjustment now
refteded In its Form 6 for the calendar year 1998 tn that report and In each of the tepOrts filed in any of the years
thereafter.
(D) The motion for oral argument before the Commission by BP \Nest Coast Products LLC and ExxonMobil
Corporation is denied.
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Appendix A -Comparison ol WMt, North, and Oregon Una
Table 1. SFPP VOfume for Each Une

(a)

(b)

Line

v1989 (bbls)

(bbl s )

V1999 (bbls)

West

60 , 490,000

North
Oregon

(bbls)

v1995 (bbls)

v

(bbls)

v1997 (bbls)

vl99s

52,160,000

70,398,491

73,688,461

76,391,251

76,600,714

v

12,465,000

N/A

(C)

19512

12,059,000
12,812,000

13,951,489
13,631,189

1996

13,801,898
13,715,688

13,822,380
13,044, 932

14,330,911
14,563,780

77,7
13,
15,50

Source: West, North, and Oregon ln1Brstate Volumes. See Exhibit No. _(8-4, S-8, S-8) Protected. June 18,
2001 .

(82.154]
Table 2. Percentage Volume Change for Eact1 Une

(a)
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Line

v1989(bbls)

vl99:l(bbls)

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

West

60,480,000

52,160,000

16.40%

21.84%

26.31%

26.65%

28.47%

North

12,465,000

Oregon

N/A

12,~59,000

12,812,000

Source: If b ~a, then

(c~)Ja;

11.93%
6.39%

10.73%
7.05%

10.89\
1.82%

14.97%
13.67%

11.53%
21.00%

Else if b <a, then (c-a)Ja; for West and North Initial decision methodology (c-b)lb.

OR96-2-000, June 24, 2003, for Oregon

[82.155)

(82,158]

[62,157]

[62.158]

[62,159]
Table 1. SFPP West Line Volume Per Point

(a)

WestPo~. nts

(bbls)

h

v1989 (bbl S)

\ 11999 (bbls)

A

(b)

,.,..,_ ,.

(c)
vl992EPAct (bbl s}

vl995 (bbls)

v1996 (bbl s)

vl997 (bbls}

VJ998

lU I I
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Yuma

603,000

531,000

Calnev

21,957,000

23,341,000

28,965,880

31,518,562

32,534,730

33,497,773

36,450,000

26,870,000

35,615,075

36, 6971 244

39,204,536

39,602,716

659,934

425,675

485,283

347,231

368,275

Phoenix

w
Tucson w
Luke

w

1,470,000

1,418,000

4,234,239

0

0

923,363

0

0

0

3,870,184

1,176,796

3,004,226

1,162,476

2,860,684

292,310

2,370

557,240

William
AFB

Total

60,480,000

0

0

52,160,000

70,398,491

0

0

73,688,461

76,391,251

76, 600,714

Source: West Line Interstate Volumes. See Exhibit No. _(~) Protected. June 18, 2001 .

[82,160)
Table 2. West Une: Percentage Volume Change Per Point

(a)

(b)

(C)

fiestPoints

v1989 (bblsJ

Yuma

603,000

Calnev

21,957,000

23,341,000

25.62%

37.24%

41.87%

4 6. 2 6%

50.45%

Phoenix W

36,450,000

26,870,000

-2.29%

0.68%

7.56%

8.65\

9. 71%

Tucson W

1,470,000

Luke W

0

0

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

William AFB

0

0

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Total

60,480,000

16.40%

21.84%

26.31%

26.65%

v1992 (bbls)

531,000

1995

9. 44%

1,418,000

52,160,000

1996

-29.41%

188.04%

Source: If b &ge; a, then (c-b)la; Else if b &It; a, then (c-a)Ja

1997

-19.52%

163.28%

1998

-42.42%

104.37%

1999

-38.93%

94.60%

61.25%

28.47\

1~ 1 I
-

I
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Table 3. 'West Line: Percentage Rate Base Change

Ba!;e Period 1989
(a}{$ nil}

162.4 39

Rate Base Percentage Change

163.043

(c:-a)/a

£P Act 1992 ($
(b) mil:

(C-b)/b

(c-b)/a

1995

140.291

-13.63\

-13.95%

-14 .0 1%

19~6

138.434

-14.78\

-15.09%

-15.15%

1997

{C)

135.967

-16.30\

-16 . 61%

-16.67%

19~18

130.403

-19.72t

-20.02%

-20.09%

1999

137.241

-15.5U

-15.83%

-15.88\

Source: tf b &ge; a, then (c-ob)Ia;

E~

If b &gt; a, then (c-e)la

[82,182}

(82,183]
Table4. West line: Percentage Allowed Total Retum Change

Base Period 1989
19,534

{a)($ mill

EP Act 1992
(b)mil)

(c)

Allowed Total Return
Percentage Change

($

18,975

(c-a)/a

(c-b)/b

(c-b) /a

1995

15,504

-20.63%

-18.29%

-17 . 77\

1996

14,030

-28.18%

-26.06%

-25.31,

1997

1996

14,023
13, 352

-28.21%

-31.65\

-26.10%

-29.63%

-25.35\
-28.79\

..
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15,003

1999

-23.20%

-20.93%

-20.33\

Source: If b &ge: a, then (c-b)la: Else if b &gt; a, then (c-.a)la

[62,164]

[62,155]
Tabie 5. \Nest Une: Percentage Income Tax Allowance Change

Base Period 1989
10,754

(a) ($ mil)
EP Act 1992

(b)mil)

Income Tax Allowance Percentage
Change

($

9,124

(c-a)/a

(c - b) /b

(o-b)/a

1995

1,941

-81.95%

-78.73%

-66.79\

1996

1, 673

-84. 44%

-81.66%

-69 . 29\

1997

(c)

1, 811

-83.16\

-80.15%

-68.00\

1998

2,198

-79.56%

-75.91%

-64.40\

1999

2,440

-77.31%

-73.26%

-62.15\

Source: It b &ge; a, then (o-b)la; Else If b &gt; a, then (c-a)la

{82,167}
Table 6. West Une: Percentage Cost of Servk::e Change

lUI

Jil l J
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Ba::;e Period 1989
(a)($ mill

EP Act 1992

56,918

Cost of Service Percentage Change

53,860

(c-a)

($

(b) mill

(c)

Page 22 of33

/a

(c-b)/b

(c-b)/a

19J5

44,406

-21.98%

-17.55%

-16.6U

19~6

42.982

-24.48%

-20.20%

-19.11\

42,995

1397

-24.4 6%

-20.17%

-19 . 09\

19 38

43,457

-23.65%

-19.31%

-18.28\

1939

42,262

-25 .7 5%

-21.53%

-20.38\

Source: If b &ge; a, then (c.-b)/a; Else if b &gt; a, then

(c;~)la

[82.169)

[82,170]
Table 1. SFPP North line Vo4ume Per Point

(a)

NorthP::>ints

(c)

(b)

vl989(bbls)

Reno

11,625,000

Nevada

0

0

vl992EPAct(bbls)

11,148,000

1995

12,916,253

109,658

40,065

1996

1997

12,909,324

91,766

48,043

1998

12,992,651

1999
13,557,683

29,043

A.NG { Ren :l}

Fallon

840,000

911,000

925,578

852,509

737,963

725,185

790,958

1~ 1

I

I

Ill
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NAS
Total

:2,465,000

12,059,000

13,951,489

Source: North line Interstate Volumes. See Exhibit No .

13,801,898

_(~)

13,822,380

14,330,911

Protected. June 18, 2001 .

(62,171)
Table 2. North Une: Percentage Volume Change per Point

North Line

Point

(b)

(a)

vl9B9
(bbls)

vu92

Nevada ANG
(Reno)

1995

(bbls)

11,625,000

Reno

(C)

11,148,000

1996

11.11%

11.05%

0

0

N/A

N/A

Fallon NAS

840,000

911,000

1.74\

-6.96%

Total

12,465,000

12,059,000

11 . 93%

1997

1998
11.76%

N/A

N/A

-20.60%

10.73%

1999
16.63%
N/A

-22.12%

10.89%

(82,172)
Table 3. Nor1h Une: Percentage Rate Base Cha'lge

Base Period 1989 ($
36.12534*

(b)

EP Act 1992

($

mil)

27.742

Rate Base Percentage Change
(c-a)/a

(c-b)/b

(c-b)/a

1995

29.745

-17.66%

7.22%

5.54\

1996

30.191

-16.43%

8.83%

6.78\

-14.29%

14.97%

Source: If b ~a, then (c-b)la; Else If b <a, then (c-a)la

(a)mil)

12.53%

11.53%

1 I

J

I
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1997

(c)

-15.32%

30.59

10. 27%

1993

30.475

-15.64%

9.85%

1993

29.153

-19.30%

5.09%

7.88\

3.9U

Source: If b sa, then (c-b)Ja; Else if b >a, then (c-a)Ja

* Percentage of Interstate Revenues

[82,173]

(62,174)
Table 4. North Line: Percentage Allowed TotaJ Return Change

Base Period 1989 ($
(a) mil :

4,403* Change

(b)

3,089

EP Act 1992 ($ mil)

Allowed Total Return Percentage

{c-a)/a

(c-b) /b

(o-b)/a

199!i

3,296

-25.15%

6.70%

4.70t

1996

3,062

-30.46%

-0.87%

-0.61t

1~97

(C)

3, 160

-28.24%

2.30%

1.61%

199£1

3,126

-29.01%

1.20%

0.8U

199~1

3,206

-27.19%

3.79%

2.66\

Source: If b a, then (c-b)la; Else If b a, then (c-a)Ja
• Percen"J~ge of Interstate Revenues

(62,175)

..
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[82, 176]
Table 5. North line: Percentage Income Tax Allowance Change

Base

Period 1989 ($

(a) mill
EP Act 1992 ($ mil)

(b)

Income Tax Allowance Percentage
3,150* Change
1,161

(c-a)/a

(c-b) /b

(c-b) /a

1995

393

-87.52%

-66.15%

-24.38t

1996

346

-89.02\

-70.20%

-25.8"

1997

(c)

-87.75%

386

-66.75%

-24.61\

1998

489

-84.48%

-57.88%

-21.33t

1999

494

-84.32%

-57.45%

-21 . 18\

Source: If b ~a, then (c-b)la; Else If b > a, then (c-a)Ja
-percentage of Interstate Revenues

[82,177]

(12,178)
Table 6. NorUl Une: Percentage Cost of SeJVice Change

Base Period 1989 ($
(a) mil)

(b)

EP Act 1992 ($ mil)

17,457*
11, 559

Cost of Service Percentage
Change
(c-a)/a

(c-b)/b

(c-b)/a

1995

12,384

-29.06%

7.14\

4 . 73'

1996

12,258

-29.78%

6.05%

4.00\
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14,429

1 ~·97

(c)
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-17.35%

24.83%

16.44\

1 99f

14,656

-16.05%

26.79%

17 . 74\

1999

12,778

-26.80%

10.55%

6.98\

Source: If b sa, then (c-b)la; Else if b >a, then (c-a)la

*Percentage of Interstate Revenues

(62,179]

[82,180]

[62,181]
Table 1. SFPP Oregon Une Volume Per Point

(b)

Oregon
Points

Vl992EPAct.

(c)

1995

1997

1996

1998

1999

(bbls)

Eugene

12,011,000

Al bany

801,000

Total

12,812,000

12,972,743
65 8,446

13, 119, 622

596,066

13,631,189

12,858,631

186,301

13,715,688

0

13,044, 932

14, 563, 780

15,502,88 5

0
14, 563, 780

Source: Oregon Une Interstate Volumes. See Exhibrt No. _(&a) Protected. June 18, 2001 .

15,502,885

J

I

J

I

..
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[62,182]
Table 2. Oregon Line: Percentage Volume Change Per Point

(b)

Oregon

(c)

1996

1995

VI392EPAct

Points

1997

1998

1999

(bbls)

Eugene

12,011,000

Albany

801,000

Total

12,812,000

8.01%

9.23%

7 . 06%

21.25%

29.07%

-17.80%

-25.58%

-76.74%

-100.00%

-100.00%

6 . 39\

7.05%

1. 82%

13.67%

21.00%

Source: OR96-2-ooo. June 24. 2003. Judge stated (c-b)Jb.

(82,183)
Table 3. Oregon Une: Percentage Rate Base Change

Rate Base Percentage
(a )

Base Period 1989

( b)

EP Act 1992

($

($

mil)

mill

N/A
7,831

Change
(c-b) /b

1 995

8, 728

11. 4 5\

1996

8,619

10.06%

1997

(C )

8,532

8.95%

1 998

8, 814

12.55%

1999

8,999

14.92%

Source: Initial decision methodology (c-b)lb. OR9f>.2-000. June 24, 2003.

(62,184]

..

,..,.},. ...

Jl~

I

I

ll
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(62,185]
Table 4. Oregon line: Percentage Allowed Total Return Change

Allowed Total Return

(a)

Ease Period 1989

(b)

EP Act 1992

($

($

N/A

mil)

mil)

Percentage Change

813

(c-b) /b

1995

968

10.88%

1996

874

0.11%

1997

(c)

882

1.03%

1998

905

3.67%

1999

989

13.29%

Source: Initial decision methodology (cab)lb.

OR96-2~.

June 24, 2003.

(82,188]

[12,187}
Table 5. Oregon Une: Percentage Income Tax Allowance Change

Income Tax Allowance

(a)

Base Period 1989 ($ mil}

N/A

(b)

EP Act 1992 ($ mil)

325

Percentage Change
(c-bl/b

1995

96

-70.46%

1996

81

-75.08~

Jlll l

I

I

..
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1 997

(c)
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91

-72.00%

1 998

118

-63.69%

1 999

135

-58.46%

Source: Initial decision methodology (crb)lb. OR96-2-000. June 24, 2003.

[82,188]

(82, 189]

Table 6. Oregon Line: Percentage Cost of Service Change

(a )

Base Peri od 1989 ( $ mil)

N/A

(b )

EP Act 1992 ($ mil)

4, 697

Cost oE Service Percentage
Change

(c-b)/b

1 995

5, 214

11.01%

1 9 96

5, 911

25.85%

1 99 7

(c)

6,161

31.17%

1998

7 t 64 9

62.85%

1999

6,031

28 . 40%

Source: Initial dec:iaion methodology (crb)lb. OR96-2-000. June 24, 2003.

[82,110]

1 Texaco Refining and Marlmting, Inc.. eta/. v. SFPP, 103 FEB...C..~..Q&S (2003) {Texaco Refining). The
Sepulveda Une oost issues in Docket No. 1598-1-000 were remanded to the instant proceeding by the
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Commission's orders in Docket No. OR98-11-000 reported at 104 F~R_C_ll§.t24Q (2003) and 104 FERC .1Je_1. 136
(2003).
2

Energy Policy Act. Public law 102--486 (1992), 106 Stat 2776 (1992).

3

49App. L .S.C. §15(1)(1988).

4

Section 1303(b)(1) provides in part that no person may file a complaint against a rate that is deemed to be just
and reasonable under Section 1803{a) of the EPAct [a grandfathered rate] unless evidence is presented to the
Commission which establishes that a substantial change has occurred after the date of the enactment of the Ad
in the economic circumstances of the oil pipeline which were a basis for the rate; or in the nature of the services
provided which were a basis for the rate.
~ Western Refining Company, L.P. (Western Refining); Chevron; the Commission Trial Staff (Staff);
ConoooPhillips Company (Conoco). Valero Mar1ceting and SUppty Company, and Ultramar Inc.. filing jointly
(Urtramar/Tosco); BP West Coast Products LLC (BP WCP) and ExxonMobil Oil Corporation {ExxonMobil), filing
jointly (Indicated Shippers); and Navajo Refining Company, L.P. (Navajo).
15

SFPP, L. P., 65

EERC 1J)1.02.8 (1993), mh'g denied, 66 EERCJI6.U.1_0 (1994).

7 See SFPP, LP., e.§__F.ERC..BJ..Q22

(1999) (Opinion No. 435). A full procedural history of the relevant complaints
Is provided In Opinion No. 435 at 8e. FERC pp._§J..~.
ll SFPP, LP., 91 EERC 131.135 (2000) (Opinion No. 435-A). SFPP, LP., 96 FERC 161.281 (2001) (Opinion No.
435-B), SFPP, LP., 100 FERC 1161.353 (2002) (Order on Rehearing and Compliance Flings). See a/sa, SFPP,
L P., 102 FERC 181,073 (2003) (Order on Compliance Filing).
~ SFPP, L P., 103 FERC t61287: (2003).

ro See Opinion No. 435, 86 EfBC.MRP---~l.()($7~: Opinion No. 435-A, 91 FERC at p. 61 ,5QO.
11

The cited orders are on appeal to the United States Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit BP West Coast

Products U.C, et s/., v. FERC, Nos. 99-1020, et sl. (consolidated).

11 SFPP, L P.,

a6 FERC ,1,035 (2000).

13

SFPP. L P., 91£.EBCW..1.J.42 (2000).

14

SFPP, LP., 92 FERC 1§1,~ (2000).

15

SFPP. LP., 102 fERC !61.240 (2003), reh'gdenied, 104 FERC.WL~ (2003).

1~ 10 at PP

58-n.

~ 7 Opinion No. 435-A. 91

FERC ~t..Q,_6_1,~ and Section 1803{b) of the EP Act.

1

-8 10 at PP 34 and 35. The AU made the same determination In the Sepulveda line proceeding now consolidated
with this case, on July 25, 2003. t04..f_~RCJ16~022~ (2003).
19

86 FERC at pp. 6_1....~.

?Q

/d. at p. 61 ,067.

21 1D at PP

117,1 18-19, 120, and 121-22.

~ \0 at PP 200-202 and PP 202-204.
~JI O

at PP 231-233 and PP 240-250.

1~ 1

I

I

..
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24

Lakehead Pipe Une Company, LP.. I1 FERC !61.338 (1995). reh'g denied, 75 fJ;RC m1.181 (1996)
(Lakehead).

25 SFPP also argues that the ALJ improper1y required the preparation of cost-of-service studies for each of the
complaint years at issue and for the 12 months prior to the effective data of the EPAct in 1992. Given the novel
nature of this proceeding the Commission affirms the ALJ's dedsion to require cost- of-service studies for the
years at issue. To the extent that SFPP prepared several such studies for each year to defend its theories on
changed circumstances. that was Its choice. Given the nature of the case, the cost~-service evidence presented
was helpful in validating the methodology adopted by the Commission and resolving disputes regarding the
jurisdictional status of the rates for the North and Oregon lines.

Williams Pipe Une Company (Opinion No. 154-B), ~1 FERC 11)1,~n (1985), which was the first case
establishing the Commission's current method for determining oil pipeline costs. The methodology has been
applied In subsequent cases but continues to be referred to as the Opinion No.154-B methodology.
26

See Lakehead Pipe Une Company, LP., 71 FERC 161.338 (1995), reh'g denied, 75 FERC 116t.16.1 (1996)
(Lakehead). It was applied to SFPP's cost-of-service in Opinion No. 435, ~- FERC at pp. 61,102-04.
27

28

Opinion No.435, 86 FERC at pp. 61.07Q:-Il.1 .

~ Lakehead, 75 F:J;RC at pp. ~~ ,594=95.
JQ

Opinion No. 435 at p. 61,104.

31

See UIT-42 at 63-67 for the depth of detail that can be Involved in this Issue.

32 See Appendices C and 0, Tables 5

and 7 comparing the years 1992 and subsequent years.

J3 The figures the Commission used In making its determinations are highlighted.
311 "TOP Sheets• are normally cost-of-service data that is subu~tted by Staff to support its testimony tn a cost~
servk:e proceeding. In the Instant case the cost data prepared by SFPP was submitted to the Commission staff to
justify a rata filing. Since the parties use the nomenclature "TOP Sheets," here the order uses the same tenn.
~ Exs. JMA~10 and JMA-5 through 9.
~Derived from
37 Tarfff

Ex. JMA-10, p. 3 of 5.

88 was flied to rollback SFPP's previous Increases to the West and East Une Rates filed In 1987. See Ex.

JMA-5 and Ex. JMA-18 at 22 .
.lff See Exs. JMA-3 at 11, JMA-14 at 2, UIT~. and UIT-45.

39 See Ex, JAM-22 at 1

!

«J

See Ex. UIT-46 at 11-12 and Ex. JMA-18, passlm.

~1

Ex. JMA-1 at 20, as reftected In Ex. JMA-26.

~2 SPPL.Inc., 45 EERC 9$1,242.
-43 See
44

at p. 61.715 (1988).

Ex. UIT-46.

See Ex. JMA-8 (SFPP-21), p. 2, JMA-12 (SFPP-25), p. 13 of20, and JMA-14 {SFPP-23), p. 2 of4.

As pointed out by Trial Staff witness Pride, It was routine to provide ln~on to the Oil P~ine Board to .
justify a filing as just and reasonable, Including the fi~ng of such Information with the Secretary s office before it
45

lUI I

I

J[J
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was transmitted to Staff. Thus, i1 SFPP responded to a Staff data request regarding a proposed filing, that
material m1ght also be filed with the Secretary's office. See Ex. S--48 at 8-9. In any event, material submitted to the
Commissic·n staff to support a regulatory filing is binding on the party providing the material.
46

See Exs. JMA-3 and JMA-14. Its internal analysis indicates that SFPP evaluated its VYest Une project based on
a review of anticipated cash ftows and tax benefits from the accelerated amortization of the facility. In determining
its corporate return, SFPP did not intend to rely solely on the level of the rate increase in relationship to any
regulatory cost- of-service It might present to the Convnission staff.

~This suggests that given SFPP's ability to increase the incremental rate by 25 cents, the returns might be even

higher than those Initially projected.
~ The Alr11n1Hntervenors reoognized that the return SFPP would earn on the expansion was sensitive to votume
levels and the capital structure of the firm, and that the proposed Settiement tenns might lead to returns that oould
exceed that normalty permitted under the Commlssk)n's regu\atory procedures. see Ex. JMA-12 at 11 -13.

49 10 at PP 117-122.
!SO ld. at PP 167, 173, and 179.
~ 1 The comparison is with

1989 instead of 1992 because volumes in 1992 were less than those for 1989. As has
been discussed above, this requires that the 1989 value be used for measuring the change that occurred after
1992. In the case of the 1992 rate base, the rate base was greater than the 1989 rate base, and therefore the
1989 figure roost be used. Thus, In both these instances the formula used is C-A/A.
!S2

See Ex. UIT42 at pp. 26-30 for an explanation of this result.

53 The

combined percentage change for the Yuma Line is 26.05 percent in 1995 and 26.65 percent for Phoenix
West in 1997.
54 10 at PP 197-98. These "TOP Sheets" blended that certain inter-and intrastate
Commission factored out during its review of the 10.

cost factors, which the

5.-:i 10 at PP 231-233 and PP 240-250.
56

See SFPP, L.P., 102 FERC !Q1...240 at P 10 (2003}.

57 Since the index is based on average lncntase in oil pipeline costs, a pipeUne that has

cost Increases that are
less than the average may take an increase that exceeds the average, at least until such time a shipper "alleges
reasonable grounds for 8888lting that the rate Is 10 substantially In Increase of the actual cost increases incurred
by the cai"Mrthat the rate is unjust and unreasonable.• 18 C.F.R §343.2(c)(2).
58

See Prepared Answering Testimony of Jeff D. Makhotm, Ph.D. Ex. AOPL-1 .

~See SFPP, Order on

Petmon for Declaratory Order, 102 FERC 1161.0Jm.ilt.P~_2-3, ~. ~. and 27. (2003}.

60

SPFF cites language from the related floor comments, which it asserts states that the purpose of Section 1803
(b) was to provide "increased rate certainty, limit the opportunity for future challenges to rates which had been in
effect without challenge for an extended period of time, and Umit refund exposure with respect to such rates." 138
Cong. Rec. S17684 (1992).
61

As stated by Robert C. Means on behalf of ARCO in Ex UIT 40 at 2-3:

Its [Section 1803(b)'s] purpose is to serve as a safety value. It permits the Convnission to respond to cases were
a rigid appfication of the grandfathering rule would allow a ptpeline to charge unacceptably high rates.
'MIUe that purpose is not su1flcient to resolve detaRed issues of Interpretation and application, Its does provk:le the
framework within which those issues should be resolved. It Implies that the goal in resolving such issues should
be make successful challenges to grandfathered rates uncommon, but equally Important not make them
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practically impossible.

For the fimitations of analyzing discreet pricing decisions at such an aggregated level, see Hay and Morris,
Industrial Economics-Theory and EvKJence, Oxford University Press 1979, as summarized at pp. 22-23 and

62

detailed in chapters 2, 4, and 9.
~ Cf. Harris vs. Secretary, U.S. Department of Veteran's Affairs, 126 F.3d 339, 343 (D.C. Cir. 1997); Dole vs.
'Nilliams Enterprises, Inc., 876 F.2d 186, 189 (D.C. Cir. 1989).
64

See Prepared and Direct Answering Testimony of Bonnie J. Pride, Ex. 3-12.

~See Longhorn Partners Pipeline, 73 F~~WJ...3_5_~ (1995).
~See 18 C.F.R. Part 352, General Instructions 3-11(c}(1).
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